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A VERITABLE KOH-l-NUR
The Kingdom of God is within you—says the Bible. And 

the Hindu scriptures call this ‘Within’ Chidakasu or the 
Heaven of Light—the Temple of Wisd8m.

In the Inner Kingdom-symbolised by the * Heart-lotus ’ 
of Ycgic Psychology—is enshrined the Jewel of Sakti, the 
* Mother-heart ’ df Humanity and the world.

From this ‘Treasure-House ’ ot his beiag the occultist lives 
and labours. In and fropi this base flows the celestial River of 
peace and Plenty, ot happiness and health, of all 1 the good, the 
beautiful and the true ’

Seek first this base, this Jewel; the rest follows, as the day 
follows tbe'night How to seek it, when, where?

By retiring Occasionally from the World .arouhd—not into 
a cave or a jungle —but into yourself, into the cave of being, 
into the depths of your heart!

In these interior recesses, what do yop find? Lp and 
behold! A veritable Kofanui — a thousand-rayed gem of the 
spirit.

Bring it into expression more and more from the Great 
Within. May your mind and body shine in the glow ot that 
rich, and lustrous gem—the priceless Kah-i-nur of the spirit 
Within!

—Pt S* A-



THE ART OF ATTAINMENT
URIEL BUCHANAN

To devolop a rpagnetic eye, open the eyes as widely as 
possible and stare very Sard at a hand mirror, putting ail the 
i ntensitv possible into the muscles of1 the eyes. If this, at first 
hurts the < yes, fiesist fcr a time. The exertise of bard, and in
tense staring, if made ferocious, will Strengthen all the muscles 
of the eyes. Jhe better and safer plan is to devote one minute 
in each hour to this strengthening process of staring. In so d> 
ing, do not contract the brows too much; these shpuld te nor
mal in position, and remain dead still during the entire exercise. 
Look at some object as far to the left as possible, without mov
ing the head from a front attitude; then follow an imaginary 

, line slowly and steadily* to the right as far as possible, moving 
! the head. To be performed correctly the (fe should move very 

smoothly, and change its focus without jerks.
Never strain, cr unduly tire your eyes. Never read in the 

dark or while on a <_ar or railroad train. These exercises will 
en&ble you to sen J forth a continuous 'stream of vibration, un
broken by winking or weakness. It the eye is thoroughly 
magnetized the effect of these vibrations is overwhelming, not 
only on single individuals but over large gatherings.. Combined 
with the m^gnttic voice and the ability to form powerful men
tal pictures and' to project these pictures upon the minds of 
others, the magnetic eye will make any one irresistible.

To cultivate a magnetic voice, always speak distinctly. 
Always mean what you say. A magnetic voice does not mean 
a jerky, loud voice, but one lull of expression. The mind 
should re toncentrated upon what you wish to say. If you 
always mean what you say, your words will carry and convey 
a power which would otherwise be impossible. Voice is nerve
force expending itself. Its magnetic qualities depend upon the 
account df intensity thrown into it. The normal tones, or even 
the quiet tflnes, may be as intensely powerful as the stronger 
ones. In any form ,of professional life, whether it be on the 

stage, in {he pulpit, at the bar, or wherever the voice is employd
402
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to convince people, the dividing line between genius and 
mediocrity is right here: genius uses the nerve side of the voice ; 
mediocrity the noise side. The lack of noise or force is certainly 
tameness itself, if 'nothing else is added; but where nerve 
energy is present, force is unnecessary. Physical force in the 
voice is conveyed by a vibratory movement of the universal 
ether. The universal ether penetrates everything, and is the 
pathway between the ner\e centers of the person speaking, and 
the nerve centers'of the person addressed. It spites soul with 
soul, It is the conveyor of impressions- It transmits emotions. 
When the universal ether is excited into a vibratory movement,' 
it creates in the person reached by it, the sanfb impressions, 
feelings, emotions and beliefs which are experienced or assumed 
by the person who starts the vibratory movement.

In every page of the noble history of man, front the begin
ning of the human race, this study, or something akin to it,'has 
been the strongest stimulus to mental and physical superiority 
It has been the one magnetic force that has lighted the spark,of 
genius, bidden ip the rubbish cf ignorance and sloth, and trans
figured it into the soul’s purest flame; and today, imid the dis
cordant drift of hurrying life, rushing forward on the tempest
uous stream of time, it dffers the only guide to success. Sound 
1he keynote of your ambition, and a failure cannot be possible. -

Perfect harmonic mental action, absolute honesty, and 
exceedingly strong will power—this is the goal of your atnbi 
tion, and to this .point we hope to lead you. This lesson is to 
aid you in overcoming your inharmonious mental action The 
first step is self-examination. This may be carried on by asking 
and answering the following questions: Are you cool, cairn 
and collected? Are you easily agitated? Do you show any 
excitement when suddenly Informed of good or bad news? 
Does any transaction impress you? Do you have’strong loves 
and hates? Are you irritable when alone and things do not go 
toju.'t you? If so, can you repress such irritability in the pre
sence of strangers ? Do you ever err ift judgment over small 
matters ? Do you ever err as to larger affairs ? Does your 
occupation, situation or surrounding circumstances suit you ? 
Do you worry oyer trifles ? Do you He awake at night thinking ?
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Are you troubled with headache’ Are you nervous? Do 
certain voices grate on you ? Does the approach of certain pen 
sons annoy you? Are you repelled by certain persons whom 
you desire to approach? Are you approached by certain persons 
who seem to be your superiors?

Were it not fcr.the#ideal, the dream of beauty which is 
cherished as a priceless treasure in the soul of the poet, no beauti
ful thought, no inspired message woul’d come tp us through him. 
If the vivid imagination of the painter did not clothe in. richest 
•colors the scenes of his life and the pictures drawn from legend 
and tradition, bis work would have but little 'meaning for us. 
Were men and women only what they seem, had no touch of 
the divine fire warmed ths dull clay into life and •beauty, we 
would have little to hope for; but each living creature is more 
than this, for each one is, in some measure, an expression of the 
ideal., even though each fnay differ from the other. All may not 
have learned to show forth the divinity that is within them in 
tht same manner. To some it is.given to excel in making the 
way plain; to others only right living may appear to be the 
worthy work; others still may deem it their duty to learn of 
life .and its sources without any definite idea of other gain or 
goo’d ’han that which the necessity of*knowing presents; but 
none of these are restricted to "the one narrow pathway they 
have chosen. Each and every one will—-if they be earnest in 
thedoing of^ single thing, it tncy be wholly honest in their 
desire to find.thte truth, even as it pertains to a single line of 
thought or action—grow greater in the possibility of expression; 
for in each lies hidden the power which will be revealed as the 
vision becomes clearer and the desire for the highest life becomes 
greater.

Let no mistrust of your own’powers impet you to halt or 
stumble; for the worthy exercise of the gifts you already recog
nize will bring you to a full knowledge of others sail more to 
be prized. The fulfilment of your highest aspirations is pos
sible if you will but hdld steady control over the forces which 
you possess. Make your thought world the epitome of the 
real world you are destined to move in for the development of 
your highest powers. Have no tear of placing before yourself
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impossible ideals. The height which would be inaccessible, 
which could under no circumstances be gained at a single bound 
may be reached surely and securely by steady and unremitting 
climbing. The grandest achievement has ever as its crown an 
element of the apparently i npossible which gleams and glistens 
far above ,us like inaccessible mountains of fine gold, diamond- 
crowned, filled with hidden light; bat Ihe'diamond crow a of 
impossibilities may serve to cut away the crystal walls of custom 
through which you have, thus far, viewed every* undertaking ,- 
and as they fall about you, shattered oy your own desire, you 
will walk forth swiftly and fearlessly to truth and freedom.

To every generation the truth must be stated anew in a 
language it q^n understand All who have penetrated past the 
outer portals, all who have learned ta know the r ght and to shun 
the wrong, should ask thems. ives whether they may not be of 
the number to whom it is given to op: • the eyes of the many 
who are travelleing, they know not whither; for everywhere 
there are weak and’weary ones .who have not even the heart or 
hope to cry out agd make known that they are living in utter 
darkness To the earnest disciple the loving task will o’ten 
come to lead some faltering one tn the light; but not uqtil, 
victories over self have mdHe him worthy, and'wisdom has mdde 
him ready.

If you would rend the veil which shuts you out from the 
hidden mysteries, if you would fathom the depths of the vAst 
sea of knowledge which stretches away beyond Vie reach of 
finite reason, you must learn the value of silence Withdraw at 
intervals from the activity of existence, and in wordless com
munion, question the possibilities and ultimate d-stiny of the 
the soui. Measure, if you can, the almost limitless potentialities 
which ‘.lumber within.

The secret of the sure acquirement of the greatest power 
lies in the self*contrdl which enables one at any time to plice 
one self in a state of wise passivity. Nature is forever working 
to produce perfect harmony ; and silence, hwesome in its grand
eur ever precedes the reverberations of the most magnificent 
chords. The most precious of nature’s lessons Will not be made 
clear to one whose energies, both mental and physical, are ever
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in a state of uncontrolled antagonism. Sympathy with nature’s 
moods and ready acquiescence to her laws must result in a 
steady growth of body and mind. As the yuiet night succeeds 
the busy day, so should silence and sersne meditation succeed 
every season of labor and activity. AU growth of plant, shrub 
and 1 ree is carried op in silence, in the stillness of snow-cover
ed plains and ice-locked streams mother-earth gathers together 
the forces which will furnish life and nourishment to field and 
meadow, forest^ndpllin, during the com'ng spring and pummer. 
In stillness man renews his exhausted energies. In the hush of 
the silent room he learns of the divinity which’ is enthroned in 
his soul; In silence he bows before it and offers his sacrifice of 
love. In hopeful humility he gives utterance to his, prayers for 
purity and truth. The actual power or force centered in any 
one individual is an insignificant possession in comparison with 
the great universal ioice which is forever surging around him 
from which he may"draw at will. This he cannot do, however 
wide struggling, battling and asserting him?elf in opposition to, 
the surrounding currents of iff. He must stil^the tumult ot his 
sout, and must recognize the affinity existing between the indr 
vidual force which belongs to him and the limitless universal 
force whLh he maV possess to any extent he may require. Tne 
limit ot his self developmmt alone mu-t Set the boanlit) his 
command over these forces and place a limit to his attainments*

. Draw f.eely from the fountains of nature and art. From 
the most trilling objects new truths may be learned. From the 
teeming earti and the radiant heavens ne// Tnessages may be. 

borne to us. The calm, cloudless blue of the summer sky wid 
lead us to silence where visions of* hidden truths shall visit us5 
the silvery splash of tne fountain shall turn our thoughts to the 
never-failing springs of life; in the pa^es of an inspire! Writer 
w shall find the message that will fire our ’souls to renewed 
endeavor; a truthful picture shall inspire us with a hope an! 
courage which may seem lo be in no Way allied to the artist j 
thougnt, yet (he ideal in our souls shall glow with added beauty 
in response to his faithfulness in. dipicting truth and purity; a 
melcdy shall charm us into forgetfulness of self and draw our 
souls upward into an exaitat'on of communion with the Infinite.

{To be continued)'.



MODERN SPIRITUALISM
RICHARD A. BUSH, f. c. s.

The pre-determined invasion of the physical world objee- 
lively by the hosts of spirit beings, who broke through first into 
the home of the Fox family was very typical of subsequent 
manifestations. Like most of the great movemeifts of the world 
it was not ushered in by a great flourish of trumpets, by 
gorgeous ceremony, in the grand temples of worship, in the 
palaces of kings, nor to the self-satisfied righteous,, the priests 
and punditsy the expert or the scientist—although it inc*uded 
these in, it^ sweep—for it was no respecter of persons, but its 
loving entrance Was first made to the humble and meek, the 
simple, natural, unexpectant, unassuming chosen of the people, 
whose minds were not befogged by bard and fast theories, 
ancient doctrines, nor by very -much ‘ learning ’. It Was the 
precursor of a revelation and a religion for all, and therefore 
had to come in such a way that the simplest minted folk of 
every nation could* Understand and grasp as effectively as^the 
highly intellectual- It v^as a manifestation of simple facts with 
a statement of simple truths which appealed strongly to the 
intuition of the open-minded.

Its recepti m was also typical. By the educated and the 
so-called scientist* (one must remember that. Western science 
was large'y materialistic) it was received with incredulity, scorn 
and contempt and by them Attributed to hallucination or to 

fraud. By the religious bodies it was also attributed to fraud. 
By most others with indit^erence. In due course when the facts 
could not be disputed the religious bo dies cried witchcraft, de
mons, evil spirits, necromancy, etc. The scientists Mio would 
not give in to the spirit claim still *cried ' fraud and halluci
nation ’ but when driven into a tight corner explained all the 
phenomena to telepathy and the working* of the subconscious 
mind—of both of which, not many years previously, they were 
ignorant and emphatically repudiated. It is only* fair to .the 
Roman Catholic section of Christendom to say that they cau-
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tiously admitted the facts but attributed most of them to devilry, 
and their flock were warned against having anything to do 
with Spiritualism except under the direction of the priests. This 
may be the final attitude of the priests and leaders in the reli
gious systems of the East when Spiritualism invades them, as 
it assuredly will. In its beginnings it will receive a benevolent 
indifference but when the hierarchy fears that it will usurp 
their position, then beware of serious hostility I If, ijowever, 
priesthood become the leading investigators (honestly^ into 
Modern Spiritualism as they should and may bee )me, then great 
will be their glory and their reward.

About twenty years after the advent of Spiritualism as 
previously narrate so we leading chemists, physicists, lawyers 
and other trained experts were' formed into a committee of 
investigation. It was go great secret that the scientific world 
hoped that this expert committee would soon discover that the 
so-called phenomena were duf to trickery. To the;r annoy
ance * those who came to scoff remained to ^ray ’. The com
mittee practically pronounced a blessing upon the phenomena 
pdpvtfing their genuiness, although they would not, as a com
mittee, accept ‘he’spiritualistic theory &nd their cause. Several 
of them did individually.

About that lime a noted chemist and physicist, who 
eventually ^as accepted as one of the leading scientists of the 
day,—Sir Witliam Crooks—made investigation on his own 
account with several mediums. Most of them Were conducted 
at his own house and in his own laboratory. One of the 
mediums Miss Florence Cook was often a guest in his home 
for several weeks at a time so that he had ample opportunity to 
watch the medium and apply th^’ severest of tests, At the 
conclusion of his investigation be boldly recorded his conviction 
that the phenomena were not caused by trickery, that there 
existed a force which could be manifested physically and tested 
physically but had no apparent physical origin, and that this 
force was obviously intelligent, Understanding his spoken and 
unspoken words, and intelligently responding to them. He 
was also completely satisfied that, in the presence of certain 
people, a human intelligence could materialise and clothe itself 
with an ordinary human body, speak and move in that body
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and then that body would gradually dissolve into void again. 
On several occasions this materialised body was handled and 
photographed by him, and on one occasion by the use of a 
special lamp (phosphoriged oil in a bottle)—these materi
alisations always taking place in the dark—he saw both the 
medium and the materialisation at the same time. His reports 
of these experiences were printed in th^ Quarterly Journal of 
Science in 1871. Before he died, not many years ago, he 
openly expressed^isjbelief in the ‘ spiritistic hypothesis’, having 
just before that event obtained a psychic photograph of his 
deceased wife under conditions which satisfied him.

Since then there have been scientific investigations under 
test conditions by many leading men of different nations, France, 
Germany, Italy, America, etc., which have corroborated and 
brought fresh knowledge about these spirit and psychic mani
festations.

When studying the movement of Modern Spiritualism, the 
student must distinguish the difference between Spiritism and 
Spiritualism. The word Spiritism is generally applied to the 
phenomenal side and simple intercourse with the intelligent 
entities who claim to be just ordinary mep and women who 
have once lived the earth life and have died into the spirit 
condition. The word Spiritualism includes this side of the 
movements but lays more emphasis upon the philosophic and 
spiritual teachings arising out of the phenomena and the higher 
communications pf these spirit people. This is undoubtedly! 
the more important aspect of the movement, for what could be 
of greater value to the human, race than to know and under
stand the principles of his own being, the conditions of the 
other spheres to which,he is travelling, the laws of spiritual 
development and4he relationship between the earth-life and 
life in the higher spheres ? And this philosophy er religion, 
Whichever one cares to call it, is based, not upon the inventions 
or imaginings of man here, but upon the statements of spirit 
beings of all degrees from many spheres en their own personal 
experiences and on their own personal studies and investiga
tions. This is the side I propose to write upon mainly, but 
before doing so will just briefly show the importance of the 
t
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phenomenal side, as being the foundation-stone of the whole 
movement

Firstly, the phenomena are the only final, convincing answer 
to materialism. There is none other. It is not a question of 
argument and debate. Here we deal with facts which nearly 
everyone can examine for himself under appropriate conditions. 
The Materialist assert erf that Matter, i. e , physical matter, Was 
the all in all, the beginning and the end, the primordial origin 
of all phenomena, consciousness, feeling, thought and. reason. 
Without organised physical matter no thought could exist or be 
produced. Carried to its logical ultimate it chme to this: that 
all inventions, all poetry, literature, philosophies, all composi
tion of music, drawing, painting, sculpture aad th^ other arts, 
every manifestation of thought and intellect, all the emotions of 
love and hatred, sorrow and joy, Ml the vices and Virtues, fear 
and courage, meanness > nd liberality, selfishness and self-sacri
fice, sloth and industry,Just and chastity, etc., etc., were simply 
subtle chemical reactions of the rice, brAd, butter, water, 
coffee, mutton, potatoes we ate and drank, and of the air we 
breathed. Therefore when man died, that was the end of him. 
There was no other* life—no heaven, no hell—no God in the 
tenge of an intelligent Creator and dictator of the universe 
When these ideas become a firm conviction, how can they be 
combated ? Not by argument however strong. Why, that 
might be the effect of the last onion or curry we had eaten I 
No Krishna or Puddha, no Socrates or Aristotle, no Jesus or 
Muhammedrould convince such minds.

And so if this movement were inaugurated from the spirit 
world and directed by spirit intelligences, as Spiritualists of 
tourse* believe it is, the introduction had to be phenomenal. The 
> pirit people had to produce something that could be seen by 
she physical eye or recorded by the unimaginative photographic 
camera, felt by the tense oi touch and heard by the physical ear 
They had to demonstrate a hitherto unknown and non-physical 
force which could be registered and estimated by a physical 
balance. They had to prove by 'material means the existence 
of a power which could be produced without chemical or physi* 
cal generation. And lastly, they had to prove that mind and
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intelligence can exist and manifest apart from the physical 
brain or a body of flesh anti blood. And this they did. No 
mean achievement, verily and if this were all that was done, 
the movement would have fully justified itself.

Secondly, the spirit people had to prove their assertions 
that man survived,death without any change other than the loss 
of his physical organism, that his personality and individuality 
continued as it was before transition This was much more 
difficult to do for'the obstinate sceptic. I hey had to prove 
their identity. By selecting people who possessed unusual 
psychic powers and the intuitive faculty, and devolopin ’ clair
voyance, psychometry, intuition aad trance in them (people who 
in the movement are known as sensitives or mediums) reisanable 
evidence has been given in tens of thousands of cases that the 
communicating spirits are the persons they say they are. The 
methods of proving Identity aie -various. They can transmit ft) 
the medium an objective or subjective picture of th^ir appear
ance when in earth life, the manner of their dress, their habits, 
their distinctive peculiarities, many details of their life, somo 
times not known to any of those present but verified afterwa’rds 
by diligent enquiry, the cause, manner and time of their death. 
Sometimes they can give their names and the names of their 
friends and relatives either in the body or out pf it. The 
Joutnals of the movement give particulars of thesb from time to 
time but most of* them occur in private hfe’and are not pub
lished. I will relate one incident as an example. A lew 
friends were sitting in seance — not a dark seance — one 
Sundy evening. One of them became entranced by a efiscar- 
nate intelligence who gaVe hie name and was in evident 
distress. He said that he “ passed over ” two weeks ago and 
described his illness and gave some particulars of his life. His 
object in making himself known was*that his widow was in 
great trouble and he Wanted help for her-r-wouid they please 
help? She had earned no money since his death, she only had 
one shilling and seven pence in the house, that ^ent was doe 
to-morrow Monday which she could not pay and that she was 
very depressed. He had left five little children unprovided for. 
He gave the address of the house.
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None of those pre ent knew the man and none had he ard 
of the street. They made a little collection of money amongst 
themselves and started off to find place after making enquiries 
as to where the street Was. It is well to say that this incident 
occurred in London which has a population of over five millions 
and is roughly 20 miles in diameter from suburban boundary to 
its opposite. The house in question was a.bout three miles from 
the place where the seance look place. In the squalid little 
street named they found that there were two tyomen of the same 
name as had been given to them. So they enquired f which was 
widow T’s number ? ’ A little boy directed them remarking 
that Mrs. T’s husband died a little while agh. The poor 
woman was surprised to receive a visit from these people, 
strangers to her, and when told that they had a message from 
her husband she nearly banged the door in their face. However, 
after a little tactful explanation, she a fitted them into her 
parlour and after some conversation they found that all the 
details given by the * dead ’ man were correct. They relieved 
her necessities, gave her also some spiritual comfort—glad to 

' fdel that they had been of service.

. Then again, a spirit petson materialising into a form, the 
very image and likeness of a deceased relative or friend and 
claiming to be that very person, which relative or friend was 
totally unknown to the medium and the otber’sitters on the 
seance, is’ reasonably strong evidence th^t it is really that 
deceased friend who is manifesting.

Thirdly, by this last mentioned means, (a very rare pheno- 
menbn however) by trance-control and otherwise, it was possible 
to remove some of the errors o^belidf about tthe "State of persons 
after death. Maqy people of the world believe that-at-death 
the soul sleeps in an unconscious condition for an unknown 
period, thousands of yeafs perhaps, and then at a certain time 
awakens, rehabits jtself in a flesh or other body and receives 
judgment upon its earth-life, whether it was good or a bad; if 
the former, t$ be rewarded, if the latter, to be punished. Some 
people thought that they left the earth earth sphere at once and 
had nothing further to do withit. Some thought that death 
made a great change in their character and personalty and ,
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powers suddenly becoming all wise or all good. Some thought 
that they had to linger near the earth to await reincarnation. 
Others thought that they would exist in a bodiless, formless, 
uncrganic state, like a could or vapour. Some thought that they 
would be annihilated. Some thought that if would be impossible 
to contact earth friends and earth conditions again- In fact it 
would take too .much space to describe ad the various beliefs- 
in regard to the spirit life.

Now, by employing the psychic attributes of certain indi
vidualsand so getting into communication with the people actually 
living in the spirit world, it is obvious that they can reveal to us 
some of the*fgcts of their own life and thus enable us to correct 
many of tje errors which were held in regard to that condition. 
What do they assert? What are the claims they make? And 
upon which - all the spirit communicators are in general—I 
might, almost say#abso)ute agreement I*

(1) That death was only a short sleep, enduring geJkrally not Idhger 
than three terrestrial days.

(2) That they themselves were clothed with an organic body not unlike 
their earth-body, and that it was neo^sary to possess an organia 
body. That all the other living beings th^y met bad similar bodies, 
varying only in quality, and that their bodies were usually gar. 
men tert

(3) That they Found themselves to be identically the same person they 
had always felt themselves to be- On awakening to and realising 

.the new condition they could not discover any charge in thenftelves 
other than the absence of the physical body and pf course all that 
that inched. Death had not altered their character nor impaired 
their memory. The sins and virtues which they possessed before 
the great change they retained being naturally a part of themselves 
Their intellectnal powers were unchanged, being immediately 
neither increased nor decreased. Their likes and dislikes, tbeir 
layes and their hatreds, their interests, their aspirations, their self, 
hshnesi or unselfishness, their religious beliefs were the same.

(4) That, gen at ally, they were met by relatives, friends or teachers on 
awakening in spirit life, whom they 'recognised as such.

(6) That they dwelt in houses or places and in organised communities 
determined by the Jaw of affinities and personal spiritual condition 
That there were occupations for thenfto follow—according to their 
special ability or desiA.

(6) That they did not lose their love for those left in the flesh and that 
the desire to be with them or help them was as strong as before.

(7) That it was possible to make themsslvas known, in various ways, to 
people in the flesh and many spirit people $id so, and that it was 
not wrong to do it.
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(8) TW th bit manner ci life on the earth had a tremendous influence 
upon these conditions of life in the spiritworld.

(9) That the class distinctions operating on dirth hacf ho counterpart 
in the spirit world, That the great or famous or rich on earth 
were often in a very humble position in the heavens.

(10) That all evil committed during the flesh life bad to be ' undone ’ in 
the spirit world. •That no merit or good Karma could bo produced 
by rite, ceremony, sacrament, mortification of the flesh, creed, but 
only by a clean life of loving service to his frother-man without 
distinction of colour, race, language, sex "or religion.

(Il) That no one has ever seen the great arabitect and sustainer of the 
universe—the Source of al! Life,

There are many other matters upon which there is genera! 
agreement but the above stated declarations appear to be fund* 
an entaland upon them a vast superstructure of sound philosophy 
can be evolved- All spirit communicators are agreed upon them 
n respective of race, religicn or spiritual, of attainment, whether 
they come from from th*hells or from the higher heavens.



THE WAY OF MYSTIC LIGHT
P. S. ACHARYA

‘Gnana Vetti’ (literally ‘ The Way of Mystic Light*) is a 
highly mystical work in Tamil, popularly attributed to the great 
Pariah weaver-poet Thiruvalluvar. It ft said to consist of 1500 
stanzas, though the available manuscripts as well as printed 
editions actually Contain a greater number—say, as many as 
1910.

The work, amidst much that seems at present incoherent 
and incomprehensible, gives very useful hints on Higher Yoga 
which we hope to try to interpret and utilise for the benefit o- 
the aspirants, especially in the light of modern Psycho-spiritual 
research. Most of the stanzas that have come down to us do 
not appear to have escaped the process bf corruption or mutilaf 
tion at the hands of the ignorant and* uninitiated who have 
copied the work from the older manuscripts now afid then.

It will be foreign to our purpose to discuss fhe literaiy 
aspects of the work on hand, but we wish to state here that the 
work, in its present form; cannot be the composition of Tbiru- 
valluvar, the immortal author of •Thirukkural (which incom
parable work Dr. Pope and others have rendered in English)- 
The author of a ‘ Primer of Tamil Literature ’ has hopelessly 
erred in accepting uncritically the common notion Jhat the un
known author of*‘Gnana Vetti ’ (who goes-by the name of 
Thiruvalluvar) is none other than the celebrated author of 
’ Thirukkural * who undoubtedly marks the highest water-mark 
of Dravidian genius.

It is our viewthat at least the essential teachings embodied 
in ‘ Gnana Vetti ’ may go back, perhaps, tp the days‘of Thiru
valluvar who appears to have been, besides a scholar and poet 
a transcendental mystic and eiddha-purusha (literally the 
< attained ’ or ‘ perfected ’ Master of siddhis or psycho-spiritual 
powers and privileges). It would appear that the tenets of the 
Tamil Mystical school were handed down by word of mouth

*16
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from Guru to disciple, until they came to be clothed in metrical 
form and committed to memory or to writing.

The Tamils believe that there are eighteen siddhas headed 
by the sage Agastya who are working from* behinS the veil of 
Time for the spiritual and psychic evolution of humanity and 
that they appear, even in a more or less materialised form, 
before their chelas dr disciples. Their doctrines and dogmas 
are to be found in many a Tamil verse attributed to them, but 
as these versesare most of them, available* to us only in a 
mutilated or highly corrupted form, and even, when the texts 
may be correct, as the language is strangely veiled in symbols 
and f blinds ’, we have to very carefully study and interpret 
themto understand their rationale before we can proceed to 
apply the principles of Higher Yoga as enunciated by these 
siddhas, in our own practical life ■

It will doubtless be^ worth while to take the necessary pains 
to grasp the special features of the school ot South Indian 
Occultism in a general way, before we ent* upon a study of 
‘ Guana Vetti ’ itself through these columns. In our next, we 
shall deal ’with such aspects of Tamilian Occultism and 
Yogi as will be immediately or remotely useful to our students 
and readers; then*we propose to tread»upon * the Mystic path 
of Yogic Wisdom ’ as sketched in * Gnana Vetti ’ and as under
stood by us in the light of both ancient wisdom and modern 
research.



THE TRUE POST
- VEDIC PHILOSOPHY

K. K. GONGULEE

Goal of Life—V (Continued)

In.addition to those created by the Maker and originally 
endowed by Him with His conscious Free-Will like man, and 
therefore originally standing on the same platform with him 
although now superior in certain respects owing to the differ
ence in the degrees of allegiance rendered to Maya,—there is a 
class of Manmade g ids or more properly, gods created by the 
Sub-conscious Mmd-ed Spirit. Indeed, these r.re not looked 
upon as the Maker (He having chosen bo become ?, mere 'd s- 
pastt-nnate Spectadoi), but as His agents, endowed some with 
more of conscioustfe s and others with more of Energy—with 
powers to reward and punish. And sometimes the agents are 
many in number, occupying higher and lower positions. 
Under the impact of Maya Sub-conscious Mind have conceived 
of the Maker and Maya rind their own relations with them in 
various ways in the light of their* respective experiences of ma
nifestation. Thus various gods, angels and ghosts have come 
to be conceived o f, peopling not oniy the tree worlds of Light, 
Ether and’ Air bit three other supposed wndds—the worlds 
of halt light and half ether, of half ether and Half air, and 
of half-air and half matter. According to the position of 
the Sub-conscious Minds making tnese conceptions these gods 
have been placed in anyone of the six wordls and endowed 
withattributes which combat .and ultimately tend to negative 
each other. In ’the matter of attributes the Sub-conscious 
Minds have been guided—(1) by the se^se of the dualism they 
have found to obtain in their respective worlds, and (2) by the 
ways in which, they have thought, their gods could help them- 
by protecting them on the one hand and by destroying their 
enemies (human or otherwise', on the other. H owever uncon
scious of its true nature and essence as well as of the Brahman, 
the Sub-conscious Mind is yet in touch with the Absolute Free will

*17
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and is conscious of Him, from the consciousness of its own un
broken continuity of existence, as All-Life, .as the Source of all 
life. Accordingly, Suh-conscious Minds having powerful 
touch with the Source, owing to the Mind having been bro
ught to a stand-stiV as in deep and prolonged trances, can 
RENDER ALIVE, IN RELATION TO THEMSELVES AND THROUGH 
themselves IN Relation TO others, the conceptions upon 
which they are focussed bringing the whole of tne>r will to 
bear upon them and thus attracting life from the Ab
solute Free Will. Most c f the gods thus created have 
been endowed with powers of protect on and destruction—as 
if the All-Good could not do me good without depriving my 
enemy of at least a portion of his gcod, although each one of 
us can enjoy the Great Ged’s light, air and water without 
depriving the other of afiy fraction of what he rcqi i ts,—as 
the conceptions of the forms, attributes and weapons will show. 
Tirus, when rendered alive, they are found *to exercise both of 
their contradictory attributes; and so it happens that their 
smiles are very quickly turned inlo frowns, especially when 
there is a better one to sm’le upon, as the goddess Ravana 
worshipped found it more pleasant fn the long run to smite 
upon his enemy Ramachandra and to fr-wn upon him. Inshcit 
all these gods are limited, having ; een ere at ed by Sub-conscious 
Minds suffering from self-imposed limitations upon their cons
ciousness and.will. These gods as well as the conceived worlds 
will continue to "exkt so long as there will be people 'to 
attract on life’toihem by subscribing to, believing in, meditating 
in tern s of and directing their thought and will in accordance 
with the conceptions which creaed them,and offering the pres
cribed prayers and performing tije paSscribed sacrifices. The 
truth, however, is—the Sub-conscious Mind realises 

ITSELF, ITS DESIRE AND WILL, IN THIS WAY, EV VISUALISING 
THE PICTURE OF ITS oww‘perfected’ [accoordin® to its 
CONCEPTION OF PERFECTION] SELF AND RECEIVING BOONS AT 
ITS HANDS.

Like 1 fallen ’ gods, angels or ghosts these created gods aha 
can never help 1 fallen ’ man to regatta in perfection. AH that 
they ca i do is simply to change the colour or material of the
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yoke which holds him (as well as them) to the service of Maya. 
The only Brahman or God or Allah, call Him as you 
WILL, THAT .MAN SHOULD* RECOGNISE AND WORSHIP TILL 

realisation of essential oneness with Him is the Aim 
SOLUTE CoUNSClOUS FREE WILL. AND RELIGION SHOULD 
PRESCRIBE SUCH WORSIP ONLY AS SHCyjLD BE ABLE TO HOLD 
BEFORE HIS EYE AND TO LEAD HIM ON TO THIS TRUE IDEAL 
OF HUMAN LIFE,. AND, DY ' AWAKENING ' THE SUB-CONSCIOUS 
Mind, SHOULD BE ABLE gradually TO MAKE it SUCCESS
FULLY to BREAK AWAY FROM EHE TRADITIONS, INST! NETS 
CONCEPTIONS, FAITHS, PREJUDICES, FEELINGS, AND SENTI
MENTS THAT RUN COUNTER TO THIS CONCEPTION OF GOD 
AND OF MAN'S FULL ESSENTIAL ONENESS WITH HlM, AND 
THUS SHOULD BE ABLE TO HELF THE SUB-CONSCIOUS MlND 
TO INCREASE THE STRENGTH AND FREEDOM OF ITS WILL, TO 
BREAK THE LINKS IT HAS ITSELF FORCED AND MAA’ EE IN THE 
ACT OF FORGING UNDER THE INFLUENCES OF M AYA TO LEN ..
THEN AND STRENGTHEN THS CHAIN WHICH FETTERS IT 
DOWN TO HER SERVICE, AND ULTIMATELY TO GO UP AND RE
POSE IN THE BOSOM OF THE SUPER-CONSCIOUS REALISING 
Full Free will and singing—"Soham,” 1 am He. Man 
should be taught to refuse to believe in a God who talk's in 
terms of the past, the present and the future—who exhorts him 
Ho let the dead past bury its dead,' leaves him with his ‘present' 
to his ' Ego, D—Lny or Chance ’ to thrive as best .as he cAn, 
promising to take care of his ‘future ’ only upon‘certain condi
tions. The true dod has no then and there. He is always 
here and NOw, ready to obliterate the past so far as it CON 
TROLS man's present, and to make the present run on into the- 
future as an unbroken streem of conscious Free Wilf and, 
therefoie of Bliss* unalloyed unending BFss. The rigid and 
frightening austerities, the lengthy, tedious apd despair-inspiring 
forms of worship (Sadhana), the awe-inspiring conceptions^ 
the rituals and ceremonies breeding ahd fostering bigotry, pre
judice and sectarianism, as welt as those others which are 
regarded aS simple, easy, hope-inspiring, encouraging, rational 
and catholic—all must be equally judged of in the light of the 
promises they hold towards the realisation of the only and true 
Goal of Life as well as of the influence they are likely to oxer
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cise upon the Mind in the way of helping or retarding the reali
sation of that Goal. All those wbiqh go to confirm and create 
anew my kind of limiiation cr which entafl too rAuch pains or 
take up tec much time compared with the help they maybe 
expected to render—must be rigidly discarded. In short > 
Religion should teadh aftd encourage man,not howto annihilate 
cr reprise Desire, but how to desire properly, where to look for 
the success of us Desire, how to wilt and attract -and create 
Success in conformity with or against Maya, how to ‘live ’ and 
die at will, how to make the world from an “ way-side inn ” 
into his “ 1 lome,” and ultimately to realise the God in him by 
realising—“There’s nothing between my will aad its realisation : 
there’s no superior Will or Fore e controlling me.

In this connection a word aBout the Avataka or Incaran. 
tio"n may not be deemriout of place. Every created thing has 
had a beginning in the. Divine Will. Thus every individual 
njan was cnee THE DIRECT EXPEESSION Ot THAT WILL. Or 
in other words, he was an incarnation of Divjpe Will or Divine 
Will incirfiate. When, b.wever, he chose to fall from his 
high state by surrendering to Maya, he made himself liable to the 
Law’of Karman, Ind his successive births and lives have not 
been determined by God direct but by his own Karman or 
work. If anyone individual has not yielded to Maya, he has 
Sipce been living—assuming material, aerial, ethereal, or light- 
built bedles^at.will and fully conscious of his own* will being 
the determihing factor. The rest, however, have only to thank 
the Law of Karman.

When extreme sufferings and abject degradation overtake 
a people in consequence of their having surrendered themselves 
to th? mercy of Maya and they<md,Inspite of their best ego in
spired endeavours, pothing but moral and physical ruin star
ing them in the face, their Mind sinks down in sheer ex
haustion and looks in\vard in blank despair allowing; 
the Sun conscious*Mind to rise to the surface calling 
forth the spirit of devotion and the attitude of prayer. In the 
earnest and all-absorbing desire for deliverance (due to the 
instinct of self-preservation acting through the sub-conscious 
Mind) from the state of extremehopelesseness caused
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in the mind by the tyranny of Maya, they begin to think 
of God as omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent, for it is 
now relieving to thiflk there is at least one who can yet save 
them from the grasp of Maya, And this active thought absorb
ing the mind impresses itself upon the Sub-conscious Mind and 
brings abcut a change in its out-lcok o^ G&d and its relation 
with Him and Maja. The piayer that now goes up from it is 
nothing but the Spontaneous and intense expression of its will 
for deliverance. The will takes the formol prayer only be
cause the Sub-c uscious Mind thus abruptly awakened cannot 
at once snake off the iet-ers it has forged for itself; and 
because, while impressed by the mind under a POWERFUL 
shock of ifVrELESSNESs it begins to think of Godas omnipot
ent, it feds,itself smaller—a greater sinner—than even before, 
having accepted the au hority of May; against the voice of his 
consciousness. The will thus expressed in the form of earnest 
and sincere prayer attracts deliverance by moving the Omnipot
ent Wil), that Will realising itself by being born a man gifted 
with suitable Special capacity and powers to effect the 
deliverance. And to this man is applied thoepiihet of Avatara 
or Incarnation meaning thereby that his birth is the direct’ex- 
pre=sion ot Divine Will. All tfje Avataras—Prophets—have 
not, however, while uttering and aiming to establish the same 
eternal truth— God is one and without a second—been agreed 
as to His relation with Maya and Man and so h^e enjoined 
different forms of, worship, laid down different 'practices for 
observance and spoken differently about the life beyond the 
grave. Because the nature and extent of the degradation, the 
general capacity mental, moral and spiritual of the people and 
the general condition of tl;e Sub-conscious Mind go to determine 
the Avatara’s Mission, the knowledge and capacity with which 
he is to Le endowed and the nature and method of* his work. 
It is true they have not all maintained even the omnipotence of 
God as against Maya, but the miracles they are credited with 
go indirectly to establish the supremacy of Will over the 
KNOWN laws of Nature.

Like the man-made Gods the Avatara may also be really 
said to be man-made, his birth being due, as explained above 
not to self-inspired Divine Will but to Divine Will
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INSPIRED BY THE SUB CONSCIOUS MlND OF 4 FALLEN ’ MAN 
calling for deliverance from a pirticuiar Evil. So unlike the 
original man gifted with God’s consciousness and Free Will, he 
is gifted with special rapacity , and special powers and has a 
special mission to fulfil, as really determined by the united sub
conscious minds. Thift although superior to fallen man in 
certain respects, he is below Man as he originally was. And 
although liis vpicehis io be obeyed (being really the voice of 
the Sub-conscious Mind of the people for whom be is bom) and 
IS SINCERELY OBEYED TILL THE DELIVERANCE IS WROUGHT, 
it is cot true to say he is God Himself. Therefore, most of the 
Avataras have have be.n said to be bdru our of a fart of 
THE GOD HEAD.

A word about the necessity or otherwise of having a guru 
— Master of life-seems to be called for now. As the ‘awakening' 
of the Sub-conscious blind and setting it Qn the right track is 
tfie whole cnix of the Religious Problem, it is is of the utmost 
importance.and is the gnatc.t ‘good fortune’* to find out one 
who having htmsdf re-nttaked the super-conscious Mind, 
can read your job-conscious Mind—the restrictions and 
limitations it has pased through—add thus can guide you safely 
and aright along the line which only can guide you safely and 
aright along the limit ions and thus render the realisation of the 
goal possible, it should be borne in mind as a matter 
OF THE GREATEST IMPORTANCE THAT THE SPECIAL ’ATTITUDE 
AND THE SPECIAL SHORTCOMINGS OF EACH INDIVIDUAL 
require Special attention and special treatment. 
A GENERAL PRESCRIPTION IS EFFlCATIOUS FOR A VERY 
FEW AND FAILS WITH REGARD T ) THE REST. Of the pupils 
of the teacher who cannot study anFattend to tfie requirement 
of each individual.boyj very tew are to be found up to the 
mark, the rest are indifferent and positively bad. And it also 
happens not unoften that^bays of higher merits are put in lower 
classes receiving instructions and going through work that go 
rather to'deaden than quicken rh'eir parts; while boys of lower 
merits and no merits are put in higher classes to be turned out 
years after, in spite of the birch and the teacher’s patient toil, 
Aeritale blockheads of no use to themselves or anybody else,
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So, unless the Gu u is competent to reid your Sub-cons
cious Mind and guide you anight. or unless you find such assist
ance, the Sub-conscious Mind (unless already sufficiently 
‘ awakened ’) with its accumulated and ever-growing-in-strength 
traditions, instincts, prejudices, mis-conceptions, mis-faiths, 
etc,, wilt generally lead you on to further forging of bonds, 
In the selection of the guru, bower, one must be very cautions 
and critical. Unless die has realised conscious Free Will him
self and unless he is competent lo go through one’s past history 
as recorded in the* Su- con cious Mind, he may not only con. 
firm the old restrictions and strengthen the old bonds but may 
help one to create new one;, ft is only ot this Guru that it has 
been said, and said justly, that lie can at once grant Brahma- 
jnan, i-e., revive the desc. iplti's consci.'iisness of his essential 
oneness wgh the A! solute conscious Frej Will be granting him 
free-will- His doing this depends, however, on the amount of 
the sincerity and intensity of ihe Will of the desciple himself. 
Not by world of mouth singing hie praises nor by the plaintive 
music of mental agony nor by the tears of outer bye nor by 
the amount of wealth poured out Or menial* and other services 
rendered to him, can such a Guru be moved; but by forcejof' 
his own earnest desire and intense will can the disciple meve 
the Free Will cf rhe Master raising in him the desire and will 
to set him at once free fj-om all bondage. It is no harm bow
ing to a Master like this (but not to anyone else as thg Brahman 
Himself, as ihdeed he is, having realised Free WjIL And it is 
better to have naGutu than to have a Guru, who, however 
higher than your.-xif apparently like fallen and created gods, is 
still in Poundage I.Mrelf. To submit to such a one is like one 
blind man putting himself richirge of another blind man to 
the suffering and ruin of both.

One need dot despair if*he has not found a true Gura. Let 
him begin to appreciate the Truth, to try as best as jje can to 
criticise his faiths, prejudices, instincts, sentiments, etc., in 
the light of this truth clinging to those which appear proper 
and sternly rejecting those which appear improper and tolearn 
to desire earnestly and will intensely by practising concentra
tion of the mind scattered over the world,—and out of the 
Visible and Invisible Spirits, drawn by the cord of sympathy, 
some one must surely appear before him, holding aloft th« 
torch cf True Light to guide him aright.
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13. CAUTIOUSNESS.
Cautiousness is a very essential element Inman's character. 

A proper development of the organ of Cautiousness gives pru
dence, carefulness, discretion, watchfuhcis, ami circumspection, 
qualities of inestimable worth and constant practical utility. 
Cautiousness is absolutely necessary to success in all important 
undertakings and in the proper management of affairs. It is 
the sentinel of the mind which keeps guard over nil the other 
organs. Its office is to exercise vj.iLace, to watch for danger, 
and to exhort every faculty to prudence, consideration and 
close circumspection.

Persons in whom Cautiousness is small never think of 
consequences; they are rash and impulsive, run all sorts of 
risks, are apt, not ’only to bring themselves to ruin by reckless 
exposure to physical dangers, but also to ruin their minds by 
an indulgent gratification oi»a!l the mental desires; they live too 
much in the present; re suite in futurity never trouble them.

It will thus be seen how needful and important Cautious
ness is when normally developed in regulating arid keeping in 
check the whole of the mental faculties; yet too large Cautious
ness is the bugb ar of many intellectual persons. It holds back 
thousands upon thousands from a successful course. The instinct 
of fear in the mind of multitudes, causing them to dread the 
pathway; they dare not step* out„*they are afraid of failure, 
afraid of fhemselves. When Cautiousness is‘over active it tends 
to modify, even to*make dormant, many of the faculties of the 
mind. It holds back brilliant intellects, stultifies talent, retards 
progress.

Persons with excessive Cautiousness are apt to go against 
their Own interests; they are too careful to keep on the safe and 
sure side; they lose many favorable and good opportunities and 
advantages through fear to take a little risk; they acquire the 
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habit of continually procrastinating and putting off, thinking 
that another time will do, and thus often have occasion to feel 
vexed and annoyed with themselves when they see others doing 
the very things wh’icb they had in their mind to do.

Excessive Cautiousness keeps a person in a constant 
state ot tear, anxiety, wavering hesitancy, and with 
small Firmness, indecision. It entertains strong forebodings of 
the future, magnifies dangers, apprehends coming evils, and 
worries about trillek It is always Ou the alert*for some unfore
seen disaster; and with small Hope it inclines to the taking of 
a too gloomy vfewoi everything, and has a very detrimental 
effect upon the actions, mentality, and the spirits of its 
possessors.

Excessive Cautiousness does much towards undermining 
the health, often bringing about indigestion, and a chronic state 
of nervousness, irritability, despondency, dissatisfaction, sadness, 
hypochondria and neurasthenia. Th&toO cautious man is ever 
fearing da. ger of some sort. He is constantly conceiving obsta
cles, drawback, nd hindrance, and urges his Causality to 
discover reasons for hesitancy and procrastination, and so he 
fears, hesitates, and puts off and does little beyond what is 
absolutely necessary

Persons who suffer from an excess of Cautiousness, which 
manifests itself in Fear should not only make efforts to restrain 
it, but they should cultivate Hope—be more optimistic; it shbuld 
help counteract Jthcir se nse of fear. J'ob, though recorded aS 
one of the most patient of men, was a decided pessimist. Fear 
and dread were constantly in bis mmd, and having dread 
thoughts continually in his mind, they eventually became actua
lities; until,as he himself exclaimed, “the thing I greatly feared 
has come upon me.” Like Jdb, many people go about in con
stant fear, and offer it little Or no resistance. In thought and 
expression they enlarge upon and expand every sort of illness 
and adversity and so their minds become morbid and crippled. 
Fear causes both moral and physical cowardice. It paralyses 
the mind’s powers and makes its victims slaves to apprehension, 
doubt and vigilance. It impedes the digestive functions, while 
cheerfulness promotes them. Thoughtful, sensible people should

4
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make eveiy tffort to resist fear. Courage, intelligence, hope 
and confidence are the counteracting qualities with which to 
dispel it.

If people more fully understood the power and effects of 
right thinking and suggestion, they would be far more careful 
bow they employe! .their thoughts. Many both bodily and 
mental diseases are developed by fear, and fearful, ignorant, 
and malicious suggestions; and many a dire disease that might 
have proved fatal has been avoided by healthful, Optimistic 
thought and strenuous resistance of all thought relative to the 
existence of any supposed disease.

There is a difference between philosophic fearlessness, and 
reckless foolhardiness and indifference. To cultivate the one, 
menial effort is required, and the development ot composure 
and Restraint; rhe other belongs to impulsive, elementary minds, 
and is often associated with vain gloriousness; which is neither 
bravery nor com age.

To restrain excessive Cautiousness and fear engendered 
thereby, be less hesitating, banish from your mind al] timidity 
or fear, as fear to venture frequently prevents persons from 
doln^what they may have the ability (p do; be less fearful of 
consequences, avoid worry and anxiety, never procrastinate or 
puteff, be prompt in your actions and decisions, get in the way 
of deciding at once if possible. Excessive Cautiousness is often 
developed frdm .being too confined or too much alone; avoid 
monotony; get' into the open air and sunshine 45 much as possi
ble, and amongst enterprising, go-ahead people, and endeavour 
to participate in their enterprises and optimism.

Make a strenuous effort to control your mind’s powers, your 
thoughts and will, and thus gain* a mastery over self. All ad
verse thoughts and suggestions should be avoided, arid the 
reading of calamitous' and dreadful happenings, diseases add 
disasters so frightfully and startlingly recorded in many medical 
books, works of fiction and the daily press. Be sympathetic 
always, but lend a deaf ear to aU exaggerated conversations 
and unnecessary reiterations of illnesses and accidents. There 
would certainly be less of these occurrences were less said about 
tEem, and our thoughts and conversations employed in the
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mote wholesome development of the intellect and feelings. The 
Whple body is materially* affected by the action of the mind; 
hence if we think and talk disease and disaster we tend to bring 
these things about; while, if we think and talk and hope for 
health, happiness, harmony and success, we have the better 
prospect of their being ours, because we have implanted in our 
natures the seeds of our desires; and nature is too economical 
of her forces to a*lloW anything to be wasted—even the subtle 
germs of thought.

Parents who have children possessing excessive Cautious
ness and what is frequently associated with it—a highly suscep
tible, nervops temperament and marked sense of fear, should be 
Very careful in their treatment of them: they should not be made 
to go to bed after dark without a light or alone, or be abruptly 
dealt with, or be frightened by realtor imaginary dangers. 
Being very impressionable to everything of this kind, they are 
liable to develop a high state .of nervousness and fright, the 
consequences of jvhich may have a detrimental effect on them 
as long as they live.

Cautiousness is located near the centre of the Parietal bone-; 
when large it gives breadth to the head in that region behind 
and above the ears where it begins to narrow to form the crown.

The vast number of wealthy Insurance Companies, with 
their immense business organisations, established throughout 
the world, batten on the universal human weakness, fear. 
When will men and women learn to rely upon themselves, and 
give up gambling in every sort of insurance ? Not until tear 
is eliminated from the mind. What a glorious place this 
world would be, and wh^t a delightful feeling of self-assur nee 
would be experienced were the 'world rid of this monster fear.

•-#*^™O- '



ZORASTERIAN ETHICS AND 
- - - PHILOSOPHY

SHIV NATH DAR, M. A.

To the student of comparative religion Zorasterianism has 
always been a puzzle. Its spirit and service are alike permeat
ed by an enigmatical ambiguity. Various are its traditipns and 
principles, and the Truth though eternal can be very often dis
torted—like two persons who pose to behold different rainbows, 
though Heaven’s vapoury hues are ever the same.

Zorasterianism is the least of all religions a system of Phi
losophy, and as such it may perhaps easily be thrown down, 
For those who try to enter into the portals of its scriptures with 
the hope of encountering sound logical syllogisms or Aristotelian 
sophistries, the Religion of Zoraster is not the right one. The 
Zorasterian’s Bible gives articles*of fauh. Faith is the life-blood 
of a religion; faith is its stability and its strength. But faith 
cannot be expected out of a trifle. And if a group of sane human 
beihgs continue th*ir belief in a particular creed, you cannot 
explain the fact away as an. accident. ‘ You can tool all the 
people some of the tim .■' said Lincoln * and some of the people 
ail the time, but you cannot fool ail the people all the time.' 
Theholdof Zcrasie nanism as a religion is gre L- The Zend 
Avesta stares boldly in a prophetic strain what has been, is, 
and wih be all through the ages, and there is no contradicting 
it, For whereas Philosophy is meant to be criticised, sifted 
and preserved at its best in some shadowy convolution of the 
brain, as a body of cm and dried piepe of knowledge, Religion 
is intended to be believed in blfndly, to be literally kneaded in 
the leaven’of humaa clay and to be regarded as toe undisputed 
monitor of ah our actions. Custom has its own advantages.

Dualism looms l.arge on Zorasterian thought- Virtue has 
its sharp .contrast in vice; Life hare is but a shadow of lite here
after; Ahura Mazda—‘ the wise Lord ', and Angra Mamyas — 
f the lord of Evil and- darkness, with all their respective retinues
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of angels and demons form the rosary of Zorasterianj creed. Both 
are antagonistic powers mining contrary to each other. Both 
rival for supremacy.* The con: st will finally end in the victory 
of the former.

Ahura Mazda sent man into the world with moral discern
ment and Freedom of will,But he kept th^human will irrevocably 
bound with the Divine purpose. With this reservation Man was 
made supreme. Bdt with this reservation he was left a slave.1 Man’ 
Writes ^wami Abhedananda ‘ is compelled as a delegated agent 
to maintain the righteous order of the World and therefore he is 
responsible for his thoughts and deed’. Punishment follows 
on the wake of a breach of trust: reward attends him who 
works out th’e great primeval plan of 'the world with unswerv
ing faith.

The rewards and punishments are severe and certain;—yes 
and they are sudden and swift as well. • After the brief span of 
human life on earth* the departed soul cannot mend or mar it
self. The idea of/ Evolution ’ is foreign to Zoras!erian thought. 
The reincarnation of souls is unknown to it. Says the Avesta 
*—Zarathustra asked Ahura Mazda: ‘O Ahura Mazda, most 
beneficient Spirit, Maker of the Material WcrlS, thou Holy One I 
When one of the wicked perishes,..... . ...on ths third night 
(after his death) where does his soul abide?’ Ahura Mazda 
answered............' on that night his soul tastes as much .of 
suffering as the whole of the Living world can taste ’

Yet Zoraster seems to believe in a last d’ay of judgment, 
•when the world will be renovated and the triumph of 
good over evil will be the final result’. But how can we 
call that Memorable day ‘ the last day of Judgment ’,"when 
Judgments of "all our actions are pronounced on the third day 
after death. Perhaps that last day is only a plosing annat of the 
present state of the world—commemorating the sole supremacy 
of Ahura Mazda, and the defeat of Ahgra Mainyus. But the 
paradox is still a bitter one. Will the duration of the rewards 
and punishments meted out to'the spirits of the good and the 
Wicked finish with the birth of the aforesaid day ? Will it be 
a day of Enfranchisement as well ? The answer is still in the 
dark.
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Zorasterism has been called the religion of fire-worship, 
The Partt^ are not seldom called Afisk-P^rasts or fire worship
pers. It is true that fire is considered *an  object of sacred 
reverence among the Zorasterians. It is true that a perennial 
fire is kept ablaze in their temples, and that they are often seen 
saying their evening pftyers at Bombay on the sea f:hore with 
their face towards the setting sun But fire is not their Deity; 
it is held sacred because it is the One-Expression of Aburs 
Mazda who is their true God. The Hindus keep a huge fire 
and throw offerings into its flame on every auspicious cere
mony, and this heritage of the Zorasterian can be attri
buted to the Pantheism of their Aryan ancestors.

* (the italics are mine)

The summum bonum of a Zorasterian’s life is to attain per
fect happiness, which consists in a perfect mind, a perfect 
body and a perfect soul. “ Good thought, good word and good 
defed” as the Avesta ^ays is the epical ideal. This can be 
reached only by “ readmg the sacred scriptures, observing the 
law and performing one’s duty to God, to one’s fellowmen ard 
himself ”. Perfect Happiness is again incomplete unless it is 
accompanied by Union with Ahura Mazda# Such a union it 
the result of Holiness. Purity is the one Grand lesson which 
Zorastrianism teaches to the world.

Thus the Zorasterians lay gre^t stress upon ceremonial 
purity. They have their special mode ot worship. They have 
their prayers by their heart. They also attach great import
ance to bodily purity. Cleanliness is next to Godliness. The 
h£art of a religious life is fixed by a moral code, which is 
believed upon "with an implicit ‘ devotion ’ and *'  confidence ”

“To know God as ONE; to know the Prophet Zarathustra 
as Uis true Prophet; to believe the religion and the avesta 
brought by him aS true beyond all manner of doubt; to. believe in 
the goodness of God; not to disobey any of the commands of 
the Mazdasana religion; to avoided evil deeds; to exert for 
good deeds; to pray five time’s in the day; to believe in the 
reckoning Wid just/xe on the fourthmorning after death;to hope 
for heaven, and to fear hell; to consider doubtless the day of 
general destruction and purification of ad beings; to remember 
always that God has done what he willed, and shall do what 
he wills; to face some luminous object while worshipping 
God,..... i...........suphare those command; of Which these are 
the principal ones ". Such is the voice of the oracle.



HEART ECHOES
{From the 'Ramil Mus al man Mystic Masthan Saheb)

The Eternal First—the Indivisible Whole? Tirus art 
Thou spoken of. Blessed be Thon I Unspeakable Beauty that 
dances before the inner eye, ever singing : I Am Thy Master;

Shall I pass on^o subtler worlds, ere 1 tune myself to Thy 
Grare, captivated b Thy Holy Feet?

The Eye of my eyes - the Jewel of my heart—the cause
less cause that pervades myself—Thou the Ether of space and 
Mystic light?

Ou me be pleased to throw Thy gracious glance, that, 
sOtrithow, my.bonds may break ano heart be Lee!

O Infinite Sea! Giver of ail Desires? Highest Treasure! In 
the mystic A heart of hearts. Thou shines; clear as crystal!

Thou art beyond the highest spirits in the spheres beyond 
—thus all the scripWres are one in proclaiming. Thou Mount 
of Glory! Triumph of Grace!

The very concentra'ed Jissence of endless Joy transcending 
speech—Thou Sea of purest nectar!

Veiled behind the magic space, Thou weavest Thy mystic 
dance (of creation). The Mystery ci it all my humble self 
knows not bo'w’ to unveil,

Thou art the Jewel of the deepest silence is Well as the 
JeWel-case. Thou the sparkling wine whose sweetness illu
mines the heart that sips it in.

Neither mind nor word can dare approach Thee, invisible 
spiritual sun. Lordj there is non^like unto Thee—none, none 
else beside Thee.

And yet wherever I fix my searching gaze, I behold Thine 
all-crtibracing Nhture glowing in every atom Of it with Thy 
Perfect Beauty.
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TRIPURA RAHASYA
A practical study id Consciousness
V. R. SUBRAMANIAM

Chapter V

Hearing in this manner the glory of good association from 
the tips of Airi’s son Bhargava was highly pleased and began 
to ask again, 1 Lord, what you said about the origin of great
ness is true and you have described the nature of good associa
tion by proper illustration. One will reap results corresponding 
only to one's association. By association with Hemaieka, 
though a woman, everybody reaped magnificent*results. I am 
eager to learn further how Hemachuda received enlightenment 
at her hands Merciful Master! tell me everything in detail

When Rama questioned thus, Dattatreya said to him 
‘Listen, Bhargava I to the ch as. e story winch I shall narrate 
presently. Thus listening to'Hcmalekba’s words, Hemachuda 
began to*evmce an aversion for objects of ‘pleasure (becoming 
unattractive to him) he remained unmoved by them. But being 
accustomed by tong habit to seek pleasure in objects he was not 
able to renounce them all of a sudden nor had he the courage 
to enjoy them. Being greatly abashed he remained without 
speaking anything to Hemalekha. Thus he passed several days 
without fraqquility of mind. In the case of objects to which 
he was attached be would enjoy them. . But when meeting 
such objects be would recollect the words of his wife and Would 
enjoy them disdaining himself, being dominated by habit. By 
sheer impulse of habit he went after objects but the recollection 
of his wife’s words placed before ^im the picture of their pain
ful nature. Perturbed in mind he would' lament often. His 
mind Was oscillating to and fro. Edibles, clothes, ornaments, 
women, vehicles, friends and associates ceased to please him. 
And like one who had lost all his property be began to lament 
day and night.

One day Hemalekha, noting that the Prince was pale 
with anxiety, went to him in private and asked ‘ Why, my 
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lord, you da not appear cheerful as before ? I see you sorrow
ful. What is the reason for this state of yours ? Learned men 
state that diseases originate from the enjoyment of pleasures, 
which upset the equilibrium of the three humours. In all 
bodies generally ailments exist and are curable. But the dis
turbances in the equilibrium of the humours i*caused by food, 
clothes, speech, sight, touch and by variations in time, place 
and actions. , Consequently the cause that produced, the dis
turbance in the system is not properly noted by people who 
prescribe treatment ohly for setting right the equi’ibrium of 
the humours. No treatment is ever prescribed by anybody to 
prevent the cause, of the disturbances. Therefore, my dear, 
tell me the cause of your sorrow.'

Thus addressed by Hemalekha the Prince replied, ‘ My 
love, listen to the cause of my sorrow. Consilient on hearing 
your words, the objects that formerly gave me pleasure have 
ceased to do so and nowl do not find anything that can give 
me pleasure. Just as gbjects for enjoyment placed before a 
condemned prisoner will not give pleasure to him, I do nit find 
pleasure in sense-objects. But being impelled by force of habit 
I leap towards them. Therefofe, I beseech you, rhy dear, tell 
me. How can I become happy ? ’

Thus requested by him, Hemilekha thought within herself; 
‘Undoubtedly, he is now possessed ot Vairagya (aversion) after 
hearing my words, I find in him germs of future greatness. If 
it be otherwise his mind would not h?.ve undergone shch a 
transformation. Whosoever remains without undergoing even 
a bit of change in his mind after heating such arguments that 
I advanced, he has no hope of progress. This state of mind is. 
ordinarily the result of continued ^worship of Tripura who 
dwells in the heart of all beings. Concealing her wisdom she 
began to impart instructions to her husband and if she 'was 
speaking of some unconnected affair she said ‘ Prince, listen to 
my ancient story’, (l) Once upon a time formerly (2) my 
mother gave (3) me a certain good* (4) friend to play with. 
Note.—1, Before creation,

2, Self.luminous consciouaness. Friend— Buddhi or reason 
Certain—one whose origin ia not ascertainable but which appears 
to exist' from beginningleas time in the form of lingagharira or 
subtle body " ’
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My friend though (5) pure by nature, chanced to be associated 
(G) with a certain (7) wicked friend called Asati who was 
capable of evolving wonderfully varied creations. Uncared for 
(8; by my molher, that Asati began to associate (9) with my 
friend who got also the blemishes of the former. My friend 
being dearer to me than life I remained i 10) always with her. 
Not a single moment did J remain (] 1) separated from my friend ; 
for by her immaculate nature she always (I?) attracted me

3 Because the experiences of pleasure and pain are through 
Buddhi.

4, Because Buddhi remains in a dissolved state in Praia; a 
and originates at the time of creation as it were new, i^ was stated 
that a certain friend was given.

5. That Buddhi (re'ism) was described as Sati (pure) on 
account of its eatva gima^nd luminosity

6. Asatic — Nescience,
7. Joining Asati and abandoning the pure* nature of the self 

Btddhi assumed the to rm of pbetfomena that are the effects of 
nescience. The kum 1 certain ’ indicates the indescribable nature 
of nescience.

According to Agamaa, finite knowledge is nescience and this 
nescience is bondage, and the term 'cerfain ’ indicates the finitis- 
ing euargy that is ConstyousnesS.

8. ThatAvidya (nescience) was not watched by the pure 
consciousness, the mother. Because the Buddhi which has tanen 
the form of phenomena, the effect of tiescience, cannot perceive 
pure conseicAsues;; since Vidya (knowledge) an<i Avidya (nescience) 
are of opposite natures.

9. According to Agamas, the state of manifestation of the 
pure and sole form of consciousness is what is called Shakti talva. 
The Stale of enlightenment wherein consciousness and the insentient 
are resolved into one homogenity^and Regarded as * the individual 
is what is called Shuddha Vidya tatva. The state of manifestation 
of iinitised consciousness is A vid ya tatva. That state wherein 
objects appear for the finit(=ied consciousness is what is termed 
Buddhi Tatva. Therefore! because pure consciousness will not 
become an object for Buddhi, it was stated that she was not watched 
for by rhe mother, Buddhi ran after objects with attachment 
towards them.

10. Identified with each other.
11 This means that in the absence of Buddhi there can be no 

individuality or finitised sou .
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to her side. At all times (13) we remained together as if we 
were one. When my friend associated with the wicked 
(14) Asati of’diSrembling and chequered character, she (my 
friend) was secretly tn deed into (15) union with the (16) son 
of Asati named Maha of drunken flushed eyes and he ravished 
her always in (1'0 my very presence, though my friend Wa i 
in the clutches of Motia she never left me for otic; and thus I 
was (18) comamirfated by him. (19; A son wa>brrii to them 
and he Had the same nature as Molia, endowed with a i unstable 
tendency togrow-up soon having the dullness of ins father and 
the characteristics of his grandmother to evolve innumerable 
imageries. This child called Asltbira (unstable) who was

12. According to Agamas, like a Prince that was brought tip- 
unawares in the midst of junglemen, the, Supreme Lord himself, 
whose freedom has been veiled, is the Jiva A finitised soul. Without 
Buddhi no differentiated action can take place for such a Jiva, An-1 
the meaningig that Such a pure ^u idhi began to control the Jiv« 
(in whichever aspect jiva is described, whether as imitisel or reflect
ed or identified)

13. This indicates the identification of Jiva with Bud I hi
Id. Asati is described as wicked because there is as it were 

loss of one's self through nescience op Avidya.
15, The meaning is that Buddhi, on account of its desire 

caused by nescience for objects, took the form of delusion.
16. The offspring of Avidya is the senselessness filled Molli 

or delusion,
17. This indicates the manifestation always erf Buddhi by con. 

actoneness in the presence of Jiva, Because even in the deluded 
state, the Buddhi vrittis (thought) are manifested by the luminosity 
of consciousness.

Id. For the game reason by which Jiva has existence apart 
from Buddhi, Jiva bad contact with Moha or delusion- ft means 
that Jiva who was finitised by Buddhi or refloated in it was 
overcome by delusion,

19. The offspring of Buddhi through* Moha (delusion) is Manas 
mind). This is what is stated as Astthira (unstable). But mind 
had existence even before. Just <as the son remained in the body 
of the parent, the mind remained in a subtle form- Since after the 
occuience of delusion tn Buddhi, differentiated ideas arose largely, 
the mind became grosg and took a concrete form just as a v.sible 
bob is born for the parent.
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brought up (20) by grandmother appellate^ Sunya (21) voidance 
and by his father Moha (Deuton) bad ni difficulty to 'wander 
(anywhere he pleased. Thus my friend who was by birth pure 
and by nature cha.de became impure (23) by associating herself 
with Asati.. B^ constant intercourse with Asati, wkh her 
husband Moha and with her son Ashttira, my friend developed 
a firm (24) attachment for them and she gradually (25) lost her 
affection towards me. Bin since I‘was by nature of a pleasing 
tendency I was not able to snap our conection and consequently 
I followed (26) my friend in all Ways'. While Moha was en
joying with my friend he sighted me and attempted to take (7 7) 
one by force; but since by nature I was puje I did not fall into 
fits hands. Nevertheless the whole world cast on me (28) a 
calumny that I was in the keep of Moha.

( Tn he, Mntinned)

The staJerneot that the son had «o cbaractieristcs of his father 
and grandmother meads that mind had insentience like Moha 
an(| was endowed with the tcndeocyof projecting many forms 
like Avidya.

20. Because Avidya vanishes when it is enquired into it is 
described Is void.

21, Mind bad dullness through Moha and the power to create, 
through a Avidya.

22, Mind had power to travel everywhere and this was due 
to Moha, It means that the mind remained unstable, creating 
always and dull-

23, ’ This means that through AviSya, Buddbi got delusion of 
the form of Tamas (opacity).

24- This means that Buddbi having its innate satire form 
became attached to the forms created by the mind.

25. By reason of constjet practice for many a time, Buddbi 
lost knowledge of the nature of the fioitised Jjva

26. This means that because Jiva was of the sole form of con
sciousness, it reflected itself in Buddbi and assumed those forms'

27. Though Buddbi was full of the impressions of phenomena 
the Jiva bad no contact with them. Nevertheless, for the Jiva 
that had identified itself .with Buddhi there was a semblance of 
connection with delusion of the form of thought and this is the 
point to be noted here. But in reality, Jiva has no connection 
whatever with delusion (Moha)>

28. Senseless people superimpose oh the self the qualities 
©f Buddbi,

cha.de


REVIEWS
Srimat Bhagavatam: A Study or True Translation in 
English of The Eleventh Skandha in. By R, Ra-MASUbbA 
Sastri, b.a, b.l., Sub Juuge/ Kottayam (Travaruore).

The Vaishnavitesof Bengal recognise in Sri-nta I J^taguwfa 
iheir Gospel of salvation for all and in Bhagavan Sri Krishna, 
their all-embracing God of Love and Beauty, whose AvQtaras 
(incarnations) are Rama and Buddha. Though S-imad Rama- 
yana was mainly relied Upon by the Sri Vaishnavas of South 
Indi? for the propogation of their faith, ft should be remember
ed that it was the marvelous Krishna cult that took captive the 
heart of the early Tamils.

In translating the 11th Skandha of the great Bhagavata 
Parana wiych sums up the .Hindu religion and philosophy of 
the Puranic period, Mr. R. Ramasubba Sastri has- rendered a 
great and noble service, generally to all lovers of the ।sublime 
and the profound, and particularly to the English-knowing 
young readers of Indian Metaphysics.

The two essays on Hindu Religion appended to-the book 
seem to us to have a message not merely for Hindus but for all 
humanity.

Science,: Truth and Rationalism as tekts.of Hindu ^Religion.
By K. R. Ramasubba Sastri, Sub Judge,- Kottayam. 
Price Re. 1.

In this volume, Mr. Sastri takes up the copsideration of 
Hinduism, rationally tested and scientifically studied. The 
author is an orthodox monist ol the Sankara Vedanta School, 
his zeal being tempered by deep erudition and insight. The 
chapter on Bergson and Vedanta in the form ot a curiqus dia
logue between a civilian Collector and his Sheristadar is an 
interesting exposition, of Hindu Vedantic Monism and its 
canons of faith. The author quotes Bergson, Lodge and others 
who have felt constrained to believe in the survival of human 
personality (i.e, spirit) after death, on a judicious consideration
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of all available evidence. The Chapter on the 4 Real Gaal of 
India ’, we fear, borders upon some,controversial matters with 
which we have no concern. However, on the whole we have 
no doubt that the volume is of great merit and is written by 
one who has given real study and thought to the vital problems 
of existence.

Discipline: By Heret. London; ‘The Rally* Publishing 
Department, 39, Maddox Street, XV. I.
This little book is bound to appeal to al! of us who are 

interested in child-culture. It aptly opens with the well- 
known lines of Wordsworth in which he speaks of the child- 
sou! (who, Emerson says is a thousand years old4 as coming 
from a far-off heavenly home, veiled in the glory-dreams, The 
author writes from the depths of a heart of love for children 
and has called his booklet ‘-Discipline' for he rightly believes 

‘that it is the fibre of discipline that delcrnynes the value and 
stfccess of the work of young• teachers, ‘Discipline’ is not 
militarism ^ud should mean rather f Discipleship ’ which is deep- 
rooted lu the mutual love and service of the master and the 
pupil. Sc If-reverence should be the foundation-stone of child
education and mural worth should not be assessed at a mone
tary value. Children should be taught to Work under free and 
happy conditions and encouraged to follow their owu * star ’. 
The Schoolroom should have an atmosphere of ease, peace and 
joy. The/atUhor, like our great national poet Tagore, is a 
believer in the ‘ wonderful toothing comfort in being out of doors' 
lace to lace with nature and truly observes that study is quite 
easy in the open air. Lastly, he exhorts the teachers to see in 
each child the ‘ Love Germ’; let the sun shine upon it so that it 
may ret pond and grow forth. «This*is an extremely valuable 
booklet for all young teachers and parents.



TRANSITION OF
JOHN WILLIAM TAYLOR

A Noted Phrenologist
Ao eminent authority on phrenological matters has passed 

on to higher spheres of life in the person of Prof. John William 
Taylor, Phr. D , F. L. L. C. Sometime back he contributed 
seme papers on the‘Degrees of Criminality’ to our columns 
boldly challenging the scientific* superstition that ‘man is a 
creature of circumstances ’ and pleading ‘ a thorough 'classifica
tion of the mental predictions and limitations of convicts ’ 
Apart from his interest in' Phrenology as applied to criminals 

and other classes of people, the late Professor was a lecturer 
on Mental Sciences and Hygeine at the London College of 
Phrenology. His popular lectures on Mental Science drew 
large audiences even among the hard-headed. Britishers. In 
recognition of his life-long labours in connection With the 
Science of the Human Body, the degree of Phys. D, (Doctor of 
Physiology) was conferred on him by that learned French* As
sociation, La Societe J^tert»ation DES Sciences, Paris, 

He also used to give trustworthy advice as to vacation career, 
etc,j as determined by the brain power.of the individual.
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NOTES
Sri Bhartbrahari Lodge (Latent Light Culture), Ujjaio, 

C. I., has deservedly become a centre of increased usefulness 
and its healing department is rendering disinterested service to 
the sick and the suffering. As many as forty patients from far 
and near attend the Lodge daily and receive the marvellous 
blessings of drugless healing. The rich and the poor alike are 
treated gratis and are being profoundly impt-ess^d with the 
importirtCebf the subtler forces in man. Our comrade* Du/ga 
Shankar Nagar, the enterprising editor of the - vernacular 
KaIpavraksha (on whom be the blessings of the advanced 
spirits) is also creating interest in the Higher Sciences of Mind 
and spirit by discoursing to the people at large on some’aspects- 
or other of these subjects. As a result of the=e activities, five 
blanches of the Bharihrahafi Lodge (Latent Light Culture) 
have already been opened at Lashkar, Kotah, Indore, Tirora 
and Nhyakheri. May ail these centres of the Lodge ray out 
Light and guidance around and minister to and make happy 
the hearts’of ihe*disappointed and the disease stricken.

Another branch wa& opetied at Barnagar (Mahva) on the 
16th October last, T£e opening ceremony was performed by 
Brother &-N. Shastri, m a., f, t.*s„ an honoured adherent of 
the Latent Light Culture. There was a big gathering of over 
800 people. Practical experiments were conducted very sue. 
Cetsfully. A marvellous experiment Was performed by Brother 
Laxmi.Narain Sharmd in making a paralytic patfent lift up hii 
bands,'Which he Was unable to do for a long time. The PresL 
dent'^hote Was gartanded’and prayers for the success of the 
movement Were aleo ofiered in deep meditation by the members 
concerned.'.!


